


 
 
Hello Enthusiasts,  
  

First I'd like to thank everyone who has shown their interests in our family of products. We 
say that because every one of our amps has been hand built in one way or another. They all have 
their own identity. Not to be confused with build quality, performance or Mass Production. 

 
TVG, Inc. was founded in 2000 and TRU Technology went into production in 2002.  

All of our products are built here locally in California. All amplifiers go through 100% QC.  
 
Because of our obsession for quality, all of our products are 100% USA MADE! 

Heatsinks are extruded & machined locally. Raw PC Boards are from Colorado & populated in-house. 
Even our packaging (including the foam insert) are locally produced and delivered to our door steps.  
 
 100% of our TO-3 output devices are 100% hand matched with individual serial numbers. No 
one has ever attempted this type of procedure in these quantities in our industry, period. Each PC 
Boards are electrically tested and visually inspected before it goes into production. Once the PC 
Boards are built, each board (3 individual PC Boards makes up one amplifier) is tested before they 
are put together. After that, the product gets assembled and goes through yet another final test.  
 

Our test consists of full test of power, S/N Ratio, Cross-Talk, Freq response, Current draw & 
Thermal. Others might give you a pre-printed “Birth Sheet” paper. However, we’d give you a full 
“Medical History” of our product. Meaning, give us the serial#, we can give you that particular 
product’s full specification before it shipped out. 
 
 We’ve been going against our industry’s grain and that’s exactly what we wanted and what 
we wish to offer to our audience. Quite honestly, our biggest competitor is our own! 

 
We are very proud of all of our products because we feel that each and every one of our 

product is built with all the pride and joy that a product with this degree should deserve.  At the end 
of the day, we would like to be known for building Quality products for a good value.  

 
All of these points can only be achieved by Our Engineer John Fairchild & Mr. Liptock. Where 

John’s been involved in Audio since 1952. Everything from designing a 50 foot FM antenna, to 
working on USAF T-38 Jets, building studio boards, to developing one of the 1st 1000w solid state 
Pro Amp back in 1972.  In addition, working with various tubes designs from Delco and Blaupunkt 
Tube radios back in the ‘50’s to our current Tube design amplifiers. 
 

Mr. Liptock has been involved solely in the Pro Audio industry designing multiple amplifiers 
and processors. Our engineer makes up over 65 years of Audio experience 
   
Our goal is to design and build products that are TRU to the “Form follows Function”  
Motto.  It’s all about the MUSIC. 
  

John Yi 
President 
TVG, Inc. 










